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the north, from way out from the west. WeLl, then what does he mean by the

land of Sinim? Well, if you have the north and st already, it is natural
if the

'11 to think that SinIin must be either the east or south. And/you think of/south

there is a city of Sa Saini(?) 0 in Egypt. So there re many interpreters,

certainly the critical interpreters who say that the Siriim means Saini ('1).

Said (?) is not a particularly important city axpamjyx in Egypt. Why
is

take the city in Egypt here? Siniai/represented as south. Any way it doeantt
the the

have to be/south. It can he either/south or the east. It is not an attempt to

show how wide is the area from which the peple are to cone to I'eceive the

blessings through the servant of the Lord. It is not to show the specific areas,

but to give a general idea(as to )how wide, how large it is. Mr. Mackey?
that. :t is the

Well, we go on to/the next matter to consider. If it means south, Sirialni is

a possibility. 1hey say that many of the critics insist that that is what it is,

but that is a very, very brief ? suggestion. Now, the suggestion which has been
the

given by coinmenators through the ages until the recent time critical cornienators
the

wanted to reject it, is that it means China. That is usual interpretation/

of the commentators of this side, that is the conservatives, most commentators

through the ages. Now, __ That is ridiculous. I must have
somewhere

been Sininis or some little town/around there. But could it he, could it be
for

said, China? Of course, you are !t comes from the land of

peaceful an area which would be reverred to as Sin, Sin area. Ehh, now would that
a

area be? Could it. he China? Well, it is/very interesting thing that the land

of China in about , about two hundred B. C. a region called Sin in the far West

of China, the king of that region succeeded in conquririg all the rest of China,

and uniting China into one large Empire. This was an empire which lasted only about O

fifty years. But it xix is referred to as the Sin dynasty, because it is, it

made a unit out of China which has been pretty much I small
1unit
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